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Silicon Yard, as the name suggests stands for Silicon, is the heart

and soul of any electronic device and Yard, a piece of land enclosed

for particular activities. Altogether, we have Silicon Yard, a piece of
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About Us

Silicon Yard, as the name suggests stands for Silicon, is the heart and soul of any electronic device

and Yard, a piece of land enclosed for particular activities. Altogether, we have Silicon Yard, a piece

of land which is the heart and soul of all the state-of-the-art technical products. The Vision behind our

store is to sell all the latest and cutting-edge technical products in the city of Pali so that people do

not have to roam around in search of the required merchandise. Our aim is to supply each and every

product which is required/ needed in daily purposes by our generation, at best and economical costs.

Our product range covers individuals as well as organizations necessities. Our store is located in the

central part of Pali-Marwar. We deal in retailing all kinds of laptops, tablets, desktops, mobiles and

computer accessories. We are also the super stockiest of BSNL Penta Tablets and Akai Mobiles for

the state of Rajsthan.

For more information, please visit
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OTHER PRODUCTS

Dell Wired Keyboard Dell KM117 Black Wireless
Keyboard Mouse

Dell KB216 Black USB Wired
Desktop Keyboard

Dell kb216 Black USB Wired
Desktop Keyboard Keyboard
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Wholesale Sellers



CONTACT US

Platinum Peripherals
Contact Person: Harshit Garg

12/1, 3rd Floor, Shree Tulsi Krupa Plaza, Opposite Basssapa Hospital, 1st Cross, SP Road 
Bengaluru - 560002, Karnataka, India
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